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CONCEPT 

Halloween night is approaching, and it’s time to figure out who’s going out with you for Trick or Treating! 

  

As the Cat Grim Reaper, you have the option to bring both the living and the dead with you on your night 

off work. Your goal is to get the best group possible for maximum fun, but you have to work fast; the 

other Cat Reapers are trying to get their groups together too.   

  

Use your pre-party Treats and pre-planned Tricks to sabotage their plans and get the best group of Cats, 

both living and dead, to go out with you this Halloween! 

GAME COMPONENTS 

 40 cards 

o 9 double sided Cats 

o 10 Tricks 

o 10 Treats 

o 10 Group Goals 

o 1 Game Start 

 1 6-sided dice 

 

HOW TO PLAY 

Each player acts as a Cat Grim Reaper, trying to get the grid of nine Cats to match the active Goal card. 

Players roll a dice to determine how many Cats to interact with, then can choose to use Tricks and Treats 

to affect the game state or change the active Goal.  

SETUP 

Take the nine Cats cards and turn four to the Dead side (blue) and five to the Alive side (orange). Shuffle 

the cards and place them in a 3 x 3 grid.  

Shuffle the Grab Bowl deck. Give each player two cards, then place cards face up near the deck equal to 

the number of players. 

The player who most recently had candy takes the Cat dice and goes first. Play rotates clockwise. 
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GAMEPLAY 

At the start of each player’s turn, that player rolls the Cat dice. Whatever number the dice lands on is the 

number of Cats in the grid that the player must change the state of, done by flipping the card. Players 

may only flip cards once, and must flip the exact number rolled. 

Once the Cats cards are flipped, the player chooses a card from the Grab Bowl to place into their hand, 

then flips over the top card of the deck to replace the card with. Players may not have more than three 

cards in their hand. 

All players are allowed to play one card per turn, regardless of whether they are the active player. There 

are some limits as to when a certain card type can be played: 

 Tricks and Treats: May be played at any time. 

 Group Goals: Can only be played on the active players turn, either before the Cats dice roll or after 

the roll and all flips have been completed.  

 

GAME END AND VICTORY 

Once a player makes the Cat grid match the current Group Goal without being interrupted, that player 

assembles the perfect Trick or Treat group and wins the game. 

 

CREDITS 

Pat Roughan is the sole developer of Spooky Cats. 

©Starcap Games LLC, 2016.  All rights reserved. 

Go to www.starcapgames.com to contact us, learn more about Spooky Cats, or check out our other 

projects! 
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